DRONES?

FAA

What is a
sUAV?
Key Point 1
City has no real limits on
what is a Model Aircraft or
sUAS

Part 101

Part 107

Fly for Fun

Fly for Work

Pilot Requirements

No pilot requirements

Must have Remote Pilot Airman
Certificate
Must be 16 years old
Must pass TSA vetting

Aircraft Requirements

Must be
registered if over
0.55 lbs.

Must be less than 55 lbs.
Must be registered if over 0.55 lbs.
(online)
Must undergo pre-flight check to
ensure UAS is in condition for safe
operation

Location Requirements

5 miles from airports
Class G airspace*
without prior notification
to airport and air traffic
control

Operating Rules

Must ALWAYS yield right
of way to manned aircraft
Must keep the aircraft in
sight (visual line-of-sight)
UAS must be under 55
lbs.
Must follow communitybased safety guidelines
Must notify airport and
air traffic control tower
before flying within 5
miles of an airport

Must keep the aircraft in sight (visual
line-of-sight)*
Must fly under 400 feet*
Must fly during the day*
Must fly at or below 100 mph*
Must yield right of way to manned
aircraft*
Must NOT fly over people*
Must NOT fly from a moving vehicle*

Example Applications

Educational or
recreational flying only

Flying for commercial use (e.g.
providing aerial surveying or
photography services)
Flying incidental to a business (e.g.
doing roof inspections or real estate
photography)

Legal or Regulatory
Basis

Public Law 112-95,
Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Section 336 – Special Rule Regulation (14 CFR) Part 107
for Model Aircraft
FAA Interpretation of the
Special Rule for Model
Aircraft

City of Orlando
c) Model Aircraft: The term “model aircraft”
means an unmanned aircraft that is
i) capable of sustained flight in the
atmosphere; and
ii) flown within visual line of sight of the
person operating the aircraft; and
iii) flown for hobby or recreational purposes
only.
iv) but, weighing less than .55lbs without
FAA registration or 1lbs with FAA
registration.
k) Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS): The term
“unmanned aircraft system” means an
unmanned aircraft and its associated elements
(including communication links and the
components that control the unmanned
aircraft) that are required for the safe and
efficient operation of the unmanned aircraft in
the national airspace system.

https://www.faa.gov/uas/media/model_aircraft_spec_rule.pdf

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/06/28/2016-15079/operation-and-certification-of-small-unmanned-aircraft-systems#h-27

Consider, Size
does Matter!

HH BNF Drones by Weight
13%

Key Point 1

Most people sold
drones who are light
and under 1lbs.

14%

73%

< 1Lbs.

1lbs +/-

FAA requires sUAVs more than
1/2 Lbs. to be registered.

*From Horizon Hobby’s Multirotor Bind and Fly List and of Distinct Drone

>1Lbs.

Airspace
Key Point 2

5 Mile Rule
KORL & KMCO
TFRs
This rule covers most of
the City

Business

OAS Hobby
Remote Control Hobbies - Orlando

Orlando, a Drone
Innovation Hub

Graves
Colonial Photo and Hobby

Let’s Fly 3D
Hoverfly

Key Point 3

Central Florida Hobby
Toys R Us
B&M Trading
Best Buy
Target
Wal-Mart
The many kiosks at the malls
And So Many More

Scenario 1
The Business
of Drones!

To Fly in Metro
Orlando
Commercially

Have 107 or a
333

Have an
authorization
to fly in the
airspace

then you can
fly in that
airspace?

Scenario 2
Abusing of
Drones!

To Fly in Metro
Orlando
Recreationally

Goes up to 450 feet
with his drone to
take a sunset
photo.
A young man opens
a new DJI Phantom
and decides to fly at
a park by the
airport.

Someone calls 911;
someone is taking
pictures of their
family in a pool.

FAA ASRS Database
17 2

240
Non FL

https://www.faa.gov/uas/where_to_fly/b4ufly/

FL - Not Orlando

Orlando

FL 934.50

Consider a more
detailed Model
Definition.

In Conclusion

Make the 107 an
exception, not a
defense.
HOLDERS are TSA
VERIFIED by the FAA

Safety is important
but, the FAA and the
State of Florida have
laws that cover these
issues. FL934.50
https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/law_enforcement/media/FAA_UAS-PO_LEA_Guidance.pdf

Searches and seizure using a drone.

(4) EXCEPTIONS.—This section does not prohibit the use of a drone:
(a) To counter a high risk of a terrorist attack by a specific individual
or organization if the United States Secretary of Homeland Security
determines that credible intelligence indicates that there is such a risk.
(b) If the law enforcement agency first obtains a search warrant
signed by a judge authorizing the use of a drone.
(c) If the law enforcement agency possesses reasonable suspicion
that, under particular circumstances, swift action is needed to prevent
imminent danger to life or serious damage to property, to forestall the
imminent escape of a suspect or the destruction of evidence, or to
achieve purposes including, but not limited to, facilitating the search
for a missing person.
(d) By a person or an entity engaged in a business or profession
licensed by the state, or by an agent, employee, or contractor
thereof, if the drone is used only to perform reasonable tasks
within the scope of practice or activities permitted under such
person’s or entity’s license. However, this exception does not apply
to a profession in which the licensee’s authorized scope of practice
includes obtaining information about the identity, habits, conduct,
movements, whereabouts, affiliations, associations, transactions,
reputation, or character of any society, person, or group of persons.
(e) By an employee or a contractor of a property appraiser who uses
a drone solely for the purpose of assessing property for ad valorem
taxation.
(f) To capture images by or for an electric, water, or natural gas
utility:
1. For operations and maintenance of utility facilities, including
facilities used in the generation, transmission, or distribution of
electricity, gas, or water, for the purpose of maintaining utility system
reliability and integrity;
2. For inspecting utility facilities, including pipelines, to determine
construction, repair, maintenance, or replacement needs before,
during, and after construction of such facilities;
3. For assessing vegetation growth for the purpose of maintaining
clearances on utility rights-of-way;
4. For utility routing, siting, and permitting for the purpose of
constructing utility facilities or providing utility service; or
5. For conducting environmental monitoring, as provided by federal,
state, or local law, rule, or permit.
(g) For aerial mapping, if the person or entity using a drone for
this purpose is operating in compliance with Federal Aviation
Administration regulations.
(h) To deliver cargo, if the person or entity using a drone for this
purpose is operating in compliance with Federal Aviation
Administration regulations.
(i) To capture images necessary for the safe operation or navigation
of a drone that is being used for a purpose allowed under federal or
Florida law.

